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Probing Aspectual Context with Keyword Analysis*

Václav Cvrček and Masako Fidler

Abstract: This paper explores the contextual patterns that are most relevant to Czech verbal 
aspect by means of a corpus linguistic method of keyword analysis. In addition to the ex-
pected relevance of temporal-aspectual constraints, the study shows two other factors that 
are less frequently addressed quantitatively: lexical-phraseological attraction and genre/
text type. Janda’s idealized cognitive model of “matter” (2004) will be used to account for the 
obtained results. 

1. Introduction: Extending the Notion of Context

Verbal aspect, one of the most extensively studied areas of Slavic linguistics, has 
normally been discussed in relation to context—to the contents of a clause or a sen-
tence and beyond the sentence. Forsyth’s structuralist markedness model of verbal 
aspect (1970) implicitly includes context: components within and beyond a sentence 
such as adverbs, adverbial phrases, and situations. Bermel and Kořánová (2008) ar-
gue that adverbs and adverbial phrases (“temporal-aspectual markers”) are central 
to teaching Czech verbal aspect. In Timberlake’s (1982) model aspectual choice in 
Russian is determined by “closure” of events on the propositional level; the latter 
is identified by a point of reference (“aspect locus”) implicitly or explicitly referred 
to in context. Dickey and Kresin (2009) observe the textual functions of grounding 
and aspectual choice in Czech and Russian.

The goal of this paper is to explore the range of context that is most relevant 
to Czech aspectual selection by means of a corpus linguistic method of keyword 
analysis. This method shows the relevance of temporal-aspectual constraints and 
of two other factors that are less frequently addressed quantitatively: lexical- 
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phraseological attraction and genre/text type. Janda’s idealized cognitive model 
(ICM) of “matter” (2004) will be used to account for the obtained results.

Janda’s ICM is based on the human experience of matter. The perfective aspect 
is associated with a metaphor of solid objects, while the imperfective aspect is as-
sociated with a metaphor of fluid substances. The human experience of solid objects 
implies that they have edges and unique shapes, are divisible into tangible pieces or 
slices, are discrete, constitute a unique whole, are countable, solid and observable 
only from the outside, and are pulverizable. By contrast, the human experience of 
fluid substances implies the absence of edges, shapelessness, indivisibility, mass-
ness, internal accessibility, and convertibility to solids. Janda demonstrates how 
metaphorical extensions of these experiences lie at the base of semantics and Slavic 
verbal aspect functions. Properties of solid objects motivate concepts like bound-
edness, punctuality, single, specific accomplishments and achievements, totality, 
wholeness, and the ability to form derived imperfective counterparts. Properties 
of fluid substance motivate unboundedness, durativity, repetition, indefiniteness, 
event-internal structure depiction, and the ability to form derived perfective verbs. 

Janda’s ICM also motivates discourse functions. The inability of solid objects 
to share space among other solid entities motivates the use of perfective aspect for 
an external perspective on events, sequenced events, dynamic events, and fore-
grounding. In contrast, the ability of fluid substances to share space among solid 
entities motivates an internal perspective to events, simultaneous action, and slow-
ing-down and backgrounding narrative functions. 

The following two sections describe the methodology and the variables stud-
ied. The most relevant results are discussed in section 4, which is followed by con-
clusions in section 5. 

2. Methodology

Let us pretend that verbal aspect is not a verbal grammatical category, but a simple 
word. How would we proceed in describing it? Since Saussure’s times it has been 
widely acknowledged that context (or, in his words, syntagmatic relations) plays 
a crucial role in language description. In accord with this approach, which accen-
tuates that “every aspect of the meaning of a word is reflected in a characteristic 
pattern of semantic normality (and abnormality) in grammatically appropriate 
context” (Cruse 1986: 15), Miller and Charles (1991: 9) formulate their weak hypoth-
esis: “the similarity of contextual representation of two words contributes to the 
semantic similarity of those words.” The relationship between a language phenom-
enon and its context1 is reciprocal and can be described as two sides of one coin: 

1 By “context” we mean the textual surroundings of words (sometimes referred to as “co-
text”), not the situational or discursive properties of a text. However, it will become clear 
that textual context can point to specific properties of a situation (genre, etc.).
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all the relevant features of the unit are reflected by its context, but conversely, each 
language unit puts some restrictions on its context, requiring the cooccurrence of 
specific units in its neighborhood (Cvrček 2013: 24).2

These studies suggest that it is possible to approach a grammatical category 
with a similar approach—by examining its context. If we treat verbal aspect as a 
word, we can simply search the corpus and look at the context of, e.g., all perfective 
verbs and try to find out how the context informs us about the meaning or function 
of that verbal aspect. Before we start, however, we must specify the appropriate 
context span and the kind of data to use.

The reciprocal relations between a language phenomenon and its context can 
be observed in terms of context variability. This variability can be operationalized 
as the number of different words (types) occupying one context slot in the context 
of a given word (e.g., the number of different lemmas on a slot which immediately 
precedes the node word, or KWIC). Previous research (Cvrček 2013: 26) has revealed 
that this absolute variability of context is limited for each unit (it cannot exceed the 
number of occurrences the unit has in a corpus by definition). If we relativize the 
values (taking into account the frequency of a node word) we can come up with a 
clear picture of what can be described as a “force field of words.”

Figure 1 on page 4 represents average RCV (relative context variability) 
values of 12,024 Czech and 5,236 English words.3 The variability of the node word 
(KWIC) was set to 0. The RCV of positions closest to the node word is significantly 
lower than the value for distant positions, which oscillate along 100% of RCV. 

These observations allow us to distinguish near-context positions (posi-
tions L3–L1 and R1–R3, i.e., three positions on either side of the node word) and  
distant-context positions (positions further than L4 or R4). Following the metaphor 
of a force field, we may see that the repertoire of words in the context positions 
close to the KWIC is much more restricted than in distant-context positions where 
the influence of KWIC fades away. We may conclude that near-context positions 
are highly influenced by the KWIC and, vice versa, these context positions reflect 
relevant properties of a given word to the greatest possible extent. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to focus on these positions in examining the property of the target unit 
(verbal aspect, in our case).

The first step is to construct two sets of contextual data, one for each aspect 
(a “pseudo-corpus”). The pseudo-corpus representing the perfective aspect consists 
of near-context positions (i.e., L3–L1 and R1–R3) surrounding all occurrences of 

2 Cf. Firth’s quote, “you shall know a word by the company it keeps!” (Palmer 1968: 179).

3 The frequency threshold was set to 200 occurrences in the corpus. The British National 
Corpus was used for English and SYN2005 for Czech.
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perfective verbs in the corpus SYN2015.4 A similar procedure is applied to obtain a 
pseudo-corpus of imperfective verbs. 

In order to obtain a precisely representative pseudo-corpus for each aspect, and 
to minimize the distracting influence of specific verbs, we applied the following 
guidelines in data preparation:

 a. Auxiliary, modal, and phase verbs (i.e., být ‘be’, mít ‘have’, moci ‘can’, muset 
‘must’, chtít ‘want’, začít ‘begin’, nechat ‘let’, smět ‘dare’, and the verb-like 
adverb lze ‘be possible’) were excluded from the lists of perfective and 
imperfective verbs; as our target is the contrast between the two aspects, 
the so-called bi-aspectual verbs were also excluded.

 b. We consider only those contexts (concordance lines) of perfective or 
imperfective verbs which could be ascribed to one node verb—contexts 
crossing sentence boundaries and contexts which could be assigned to 
more than one verb (e.g., in situations where two verbs occur in close 
vicinity) were excluded.

 c. Only lower-case contextual lemmas (no proper nouns) were considered in 
the analysis.

4 We prefer the term “pseudo-corpus” instead of the usual “corpus” because by stripping 
contextual positions and creating a collection of them we do not get a true language corpus, 
i.e., a set of authentic texts.

Figure 1. RCV: SYN2005 and BNC
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The data were drawn from the most recent 100 million token corpus SYN2015. By 
following the guidelines described above, we obtained pseudo-corpora of near- 
context perfective verb positions (2,929,127 tokens) and near-context imperfective 
verb positions (3,571,099 tokens).

3. Variables

The next step in our analysis is to compare the two pseudo-corpora and examine 
the differences between them. Assuming that these two pseudo-corpora reflect the 
overall meaning and function of perfective and imperfective verbs, their differ-
ences should lead to a description of the conceptual differences between perfective 
and imperfective aspect in Czech.

One of the most widely used methods for comparing corpora is keyword anal-
ysis (KWA), which can identify prominent units in one corpus (target corpus) with 
respect to a background represented by the second corpus (reference corpus). By a 
prominent unit (a keyword or a keylemma) we mean a form that has an unexpect-
edly high relative frequency in one corpus compared to its relative frequency in 
the other corpus (Scott and Tribble 2006). The comparison of frequencies consists of 
two steps: first, we examine whether the difference in relative frequencies is statis-
tically significant (for this purpose we use the log-likelihood test, LL); second, we 
must estimate the effect size of the difference. For this purpose we use the Differ-
ence Index or DIN, an effect size estimator, which compares the difference between 
relative frequencies of an item in the target text and the reference corpus with the 
mean of those relative frequencies. The value (multiplied by 100) ranges from –100 
(for items nonexistent in the target text) to 100 (for items occurring in the target 
text only). Zero value of DIN appears with items equally evidenced in the target 
text and the reference corpus (cf. Fidler and Cvrček 2015). KWA results in one list of 
prominent contextual lemmas (keylemmas) for each aspect. These lemmas:

 a. are statistically significant (per LL) at the level of 0.01,

 b. have DIN > 50, and 

 c. occur in the target corpus at least 10 times.

For each contextual keylemma we obtained information about the LL test statistic, 
DIN, and relative frequencies in the target corpus and the reference corpus. An-
other value was added in order to address the specific needs of this research ques-
tion—the number of types (Types). This variable represents the number of different 
verbs (lemmas) with which a word in the target corpus cooccurs. The values of LL, 
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DIN, and Types represent different kinds of information5 and the interpretation 
should be based on their configurations. Before we proceed to the results, we must 
comment on each of them. 

Log-likelihood (LL), as a significance test statistic, is (among the three vari-
ables) most closely connected with overall frequency (the correlation coefficient be-
tween LL value and relative frequency in the target corpus is r = 0.97 for perfective 
verbs and r = 0.94 for imperfective verbs). Therefore, a high LL value means not only 
that the difference between the two pseudo-corpora is statistically highly signifi-
cant, but also that the contextual lemma under consideration is of high frequency 
(at least in the target corpus). 

A high DIN value represents exclusiveness of the contextual item; contextual 
lemmas with a high DIN show a clear tendency to cooccur with verbs of a particu-
lar grammatical aspect (regardless of the overall frequency).

The last variable, Types, represents the extent to which a lemma forms an ex-
clusive unit (such as phraseme, collocation, or mutiword term) with a specific verb 
as a lexical item; a low Types value denotes a situation in which the contextual 
lemma under consideration appears in the near-context of only a very few verbs (of 
a particular aspect). This suggests that the lemma forms a phraseological chunk or 
mutiword unit with a particular verb (or a limited number of verbs) that happens to 
be perfective or imperfective. Note that the number of Types depends on the overall 
frequency of the collocate (low frequency words inevitably have fewer collocates). 
However, since we use the LL value (which is closely related to frequency) in ad-
dition to Types, we can distinguish between true phraseological attraction and 
reduced collocability due to low nodal verb frequency.

Different configurations of these three variables help identify underlying 
factors, which explain the dominance (or absence) of contextual lemmas in a  
pseudo-corpus. We hypothesize three factors:

 a. Verbal aspect: contextual lemmas may participate in expressing the 
temporal-aspectual meaning together with the verb of one aspect or the 
other.6

 b. Lexical-phraseological attraction: a contextual lemma may be attracted 
to one verb (or limited set of verbs) forming (lexicalized or idiomatized) 
mutiword expressions (the idiom principle,7 generally).

5 The values of relative frequency are reflected by LL and DIN and are therefore not used in 
the configurations below. 

6 These are called TAM (temporal-aspectual markers) in Bermel and Kořánová 2008.

7 “Complete freedom of choice, then, of a single word is rare. So is complete determination. 
As in ethics, freedom and determinism are two conflicting principles of organization which 
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 c. Type of text,8 or a tendency of a genre to use a particular vocabulary or 
discourse strategy. For example, genre which reports sequential events 
(e.g., a cookbook) tends to attract more perfective verbs than imperfective 
verbs since the former is the preferred device for such a text type (at least 
in Czech). Cookbooks also attract specific vocabulary (e.g., spoon, meat 
mincer). As a result, words that mark a particular genre might occur in 
the neighborhood of verbs of one or the other aspect.

If we simplify the values of each variable in terms of binary opposition (high, H, 
versus low, L),9 eight configurations of log-likelihood (LL), Difference Index (DIN), 
and Types are logically conceivable.10 We consider only the extreme cases of con-
trast as relevant and informative.

Table 1. Exhaustive list of Configurations of LL, DIN, and Types

Configuration LL DIN Types

1 H H H

2 H H L

3 H L H

4 H L L

5 L H H

6 L H L

7 L L H

8 L L L

Each configuration is expected to provide different kinds of information:

between them produce a rich continuum. I have called their linguistic correlates [...] the 
open-choice principle and the idiom principle” (Sinclair 2004: 29).

8 The term “type of text” is used in its broadest sense and can be replaced by any of the 
following: genre, register, domain, or style. However, it needs to be emphasized that in this 
study we focus only on the written mode roughly subdivided into fiction, nonfiction, and 
periodicals.

9 The thresholds for high and low may differ for each configuration; in order to find the 
most extreme cases for each configuration we have used the combination of highest/lowest 
available percentiles for each variable in that particular configuration.

10 Some of which will be subsequently omitted as less relevant to the discussion later. 
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Configuration 1 (LL-H, DIN-H, Types-H) suggests that the contextual lem-
mas are frequent, are used almost exclusively in one pseudo-corpus, but are not 
associated with a limited number of verbs as lexical items. These items are likely to 
be aspectual collocations. 

Configuration 2 (LL-H, DIN-H, Types-L) is likely to share the properties of 
Configuration 1 with one difference: a strong lexical-phraseological connection to a 
particular verb or a limited number of verbs. Some of these contextual units are re-
stricted in their collocability and take part in collocations, phrasemes, or mutiword 
terms. The primary motivation for aspectual selection is the most prototypical na-
ture of the event expressed by the entire phraseological unit (which includes the 
verb). For example, a verb in the perfective is likely in a fixed phrase that inherently 
anticipates a resolution, while a verb in the imperfective is likely in a phrase that is 
inherently perceived as the representation of a process.

Configuration 3 (LL-H, DIN-L, Types-H) yields contextual lemmas that are 
not exclusive to contexts in one pseudo-corpus (low DIN value), although LL-H 
suggests that the difference in use is still present. In other words, this configuration 
yields words that tend to cooccur with one aspect over the other, but their connec-
tion to verbs of one aspect is not exclusive. Types-H suggests that aspectual use is 
not connected to phraseological attraction, but is likely to signal text-types/genres. 

Configurations 4 and 5 (LL-H, DIN-L, Types-L; LL-L, DIN-H, Types-H) 
do not represent any pronounced property. There are also almost no examples in 
our data manifesting extreme values in this configuration.

Configuration 6 (LL-L, DIN-H, Types-L) yields words that are exclusive to 
contexts in one pseudo-corpus. Types-L suggests that these words are likely to be 
part of a phraseological unit. LL-L, however, indicates that these may be collocates 
that are not frequently evidenced in the data. 

Configuration 7 (LL-L, DIN-L, Types-H) does not yield results without com-
promising a percentile for each variable towards the average. Since the difference 
between the perfective and imperfective pseudo-corpus (in terms of statistical sig-
nificance or effect size) is not as prominent, contextual lemmas occurring in this 
group seem to be part of the transient zone. This configuration is thus considered 
outside the scope of the present study.

Configuration 8 (LL-L, DIN-L, Types-L) should yield contextual lemmas re-
sulting from phraseological attraction, i.e., the role of the idiom principle. Types-L 
and LL-L, however, can point to collocates which are not frequently evidenced in 
the data. This configuration did not yield results without compromising a percen-
tile for each variable towards the average, and was excluded from this study.

Out of the eight logically possible configurations, the following section focuses 
on 1, 2, 3, and 6, which are expected to reflect different kinds of information on 
aspectual selection. 
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4. Discussion

The results from the four relevant configurations below indicate three constraints: 
an overview of the event on the propositional level (i.e., aspect in its most abstract 
sense), phraseological-lexical attraction, and genre (constraints by type of text). 
This discussion focuses on extreme cases with maximally pronounced variable 
value contrasts (H vs. L).11 The criteria for choosing the extreme contextual lemmas 
are noted above each table. 

4.1. Configuration 1: LL-H, DIN-H, Types-H

In this configuration the contextual lemmas that most clearly show high values in 
all three variables (in bold) are adverbs that contribute to the view of an event on 
the temporal-aspectual level. There is no observable relationship between genre 
and aspect in this configuration12 (Table 2c). 

Table 2a. Contextual Lemmas for Perfective Aspect

All contextual lemmas 
(extreme contextual lemmas in bold: LL ≥ 
300 & DIN ≥ 77 & Types ≥ 145)

LL  
(top 20%)

DIN  
(top 20%)

Types  
(top 20%)

včera ‘yesterday’ 2,006.55 76.8953 496

mluvčí ‘speaker’ 1,682.496 73.9808 106

vloni ‘last year’ 1,504.649 77.1607 450

konečně ‘finally’ 1,139.473 73.3773 480

náhle ‘suddenly’ 637.594 72.6643 312

málem ‘nearly (did something)’ 421.339 79.4105 237

jakmile ‘as soon as’ 417.963 80.8755 220

čtvrtletí ‘of a quarter-year’ 380.962 77.6196 96

definitivně ‘definitely’ 498.39 88.3412 193

vzápětí ‘shortly’ 295.835 73.4744 208

11 The complete set of contextual lemmas (along with extreme contextual lemmas) is shown 
only in Table 2a for illustrative purposes. The other tables present only the extreme contex-
tual lemmas due to space limitations. The link to the complete lists of contextual lemmas 
can be found at https://www.brown.edu/research/projects/needle-in-haystack/404.

12 There is some preference towards the imperfective aspect in nonfiction, but there is no 
obvious related pattern with regard to the perfective aspect. 
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záhy ‘soon’ 301.165 78.4133 164

včas ‘on time’ 310.38 84.6404 145

nečekaně ‘unexpectedly’ 219.261 74.3807 153

slavnostně ‘solemnly’ 209.965 77.017 57

navždy ‘once and for all’ 188.123 73.2421 92

nominace ‘nomination’ 154.558 72.4523 71

načež ‘whereupon’ 143.69 72.0388 127

pololetí ‘of a half-year’ 131.29 74.027 66

ml ‘milliliter, Jr.’ 119.903 72.3252 56

vtom ‘suddenly’ 169.968 90.3984 73

stručně ‘concisely’ 101.414 74.0455 44

zanedlouho ‘before long’ 88.283 72.6046 74

zničehonic ‘out of the blue’ 108.923 81.015 74

párkrát ‘a couple of times’ 82.622 73.4132 71

vsetínský ‘of Vsetín’ 99.558 81.4321 49

nymburský ‘of Nymburk’ 92.377 78.9922 44

provždy ‘forever’ 87.488 78.2986 56

znenadání ‘unawares’ 71.999 82.3727 47

snažící ‘trying’ 55.779 75.89 51

chtěně ‘willingly’ 51.225 72.6873 52

Table 2b. Extreme Contextual Lemmas for Imperfective Aspect  
(LL ≥ 700 & DIN ≥ 80 & Types ≥ 200)  

Among All Contextual Lemmas: LL (top 15%) & DIN (top 15%) & Types (top 15%)

stále ‘still, constantly’ 5,474.793 84.3506 1,185

pořád ‘always, still’ 1,773.363 86.2752 614

neustále ‘constantly’ 1,630.033 94.4266 591

pravidelně ‘regularly’ 1,240.501 89.707 416

nadále ‘continuously’ 869.329 82.2397 347

běžně ‘commonly’ 701.432 84.4597 280
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Table 2c. Median Percentages in Genres 

Genre Fiction Nonfiction News & Magazines

Perfective 30% 24% 28%

Imperfective 32% 43% 26%

Most of the contextual lemmas for perfective aspect indicate a discrete point 
in time: jakmile ‘as soon as’, včas ‘on time’, definitivně ‘finally’, and málem ‘almost ... 
did’ indicate that an event either takes place or could take place with respect to a 
specific point in time. In contrast, the contextual lemmas for the imperfective verbs 
represent an open-ended area in time (stále ‘still’, pořád ‘still/all the time’, neustále 
‘constantly’, nadále ‘further’) and an open-ended set of opportunities (pravidelně 
‘regularly’, běžně ‘commonly’). The perfective aspect, however, is also connected 
with the adverbs včera ‘yesterday’ vloni ‘last year’, and záhy ‘soon’. These adverbs 
may appear to show both a point of reference and an open-ended temporal domain. 
These are not among what Bermel and Kořánová (2008) call temporal-aspectual 
markers. The adverbs are nonetheless relevant to the type of information that per-
fective aspect conveys. They are associated with a concrete event viewed from out-
side. Events that occurred yesterday or last year are frequently viewed in relation 
to the present moment; events from time close to the present (yesterday, last year) 
are vivid, individuated, relevant to the present, and more tangible and graspable. 
The adverb záhy implicitly refers to the anticipated moment when some resolution 
takes place; as in the case of včera, an event is viewed from outside, i.e., from the 
perspective preceding the event.13

The properties of the contextual lemmas are consistent with Janda’s ICM for 
verbal aspect: the perfective aspect is akin to solid objects in that it is bounded and 
individuated and can be viewed only from outside; the imperfective aspect is akin 
to a fluid substance, lacking discrete boundaries.

4.2. Configuration 2: LL-H, DIN-H, Types-L

This configuration yields adverbs, adjectives (which are inherently dependent on a 
head noun), or nouns that hardly appear on their own, mostly occurring in combi-
nation with a specific lexical item or items. Table 3c shows perfective aspect pref-
erence in news and magazines and imperfective aspect preference in nonfiction. 

13 This connection between the perfective aspect and včera is consistent with the near 
absence of the singular-factual imperfective aspect in Czech (in contrast to Russian) (cf. 
Dickey and Kresin 2009: 126): e.g., PřišelPFV na večeři včera večer but Ну, да, приходилIMPV 
вчера вечером ‘[Yes, indeed] he came yesterday evening (Intercorp v9 Czech and Intercorp 
v9 Russian). 
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Table 3a. Extreme Contextual Lemmas for Perfective Aspect  
(LL ≥ 35 & DIN ≥ 80 & Types ≤ 12) 
Among All Contextual Lemmas:  

(LL (top 30%) & DIN (top 30%) & Types (top 30%)

vhod ‘handy’ 100.551 96.0789 2

vínek ‘wreath’ 64.163 84.9813 3

napospas ‘left behind’ 48.077 85.4653 7

(ne)smazatelně ‘(in)delibly’ 37.412 85.1868 12

přítrž ‘stop’ 42.094 100 2

Table 3b. Extreme Contextual Lemmas for Imperfective Aspect  
(LL ≥ 45 & DIN ≥ 80 & Types ≤ 10) 
Among All Contextual Lemmas:  

(LL (top 30%) & DIN (top 30%) & Types (bottom 20%)

polyfágní ‘polyphagous’ 146.339 100 4

odiv ‘parade’ 79.152 87.1872 9

odmyslitelně ‘detachably’ 43.005 82.7846 4

prim ‘first fiddle’ 49.852 100 4

Table 3c. Median Percentages in Genres 

Genre Fiction Nonfiction News & Magazines

Perfective 16% 17% 36%

Imperfective 31% 41% 17%

The most clear cases of this configuration are part of a fixed (semi-)phraseolog-
ical unit: (přijítPFV) vhod ‘to come in handy’, (dát/dostatPFV) do vínku ‘to endow, to get 
endowed’, (vydatPFV/nechatPFV/ponechatPFV) napospas ‘to provide something to the 
mercy of someone’, nesmazatelně (zapsatPFV) ‘to leave an indelible mark’, (uči nitPFV/
udělatPFV) přítrž ‘to put an end to something’. Some of them, in principle, could 
occur with their imperfective counterparts: (přicházetIMPV) vhod, (dostávatIMPV) do 
vínku, (nechávatIMPV/vydávatIMPV) napospas.

The imperfective contextual lemmas are also part of phrases: (vystavovatIMPV 
na) odiv ‘to put something up for a show’, (hrátIMPV) prim ‘to play the first fiddle’, 
neodmyslitelně (patřitIMPV/spojitIMPV) ‘to belong/connect inherently’. Among them 
a perfective counterpart only exists for the first expression: (vystavitPFV na) odiv. 
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Each verb within these phrases prefers one of the aspects as part of a tightly 
knit phraseological unit, which as a whole reports a certain type of event. Ac-
tions such as coming in handy, getting endowed, providing something to the tender 
mercy of someone, leaving an indelible mark, and putting an end to something all 
implicitly refer to a dynamic change of state, focus on the outcome, and thus pres-
ent an event from an external perspective. On the contrary, putting something up 
for a show, playing the first fiddle, and inherently belonging are processes and can 
be seen as though they were unfolding in front of the observer (i.e., from the inter-
nal perspective). Janda’s metaphors connecting the solid/fluid contrast, bounded/
unbounded events, and external/internal perspectives thus motivate the tendencies 
for phraseological chunks to occur in one aspect or the other. 

Janda’s model also accounts for the contextual lemma polyfágní ‘polyphagous’, 
an obvious scientific term used in entomology that connects with imperfective 
verbs describing regular physiological processes and developmental stages of an-
imals (in this case insects): živit IMPV se ‘to feed’, vyvíjet IMPV se ‘evolve’. It further 
motivates, in general, the relationship between perfective aspect and periodicals 
on the one hand, and the relationship between imperfective aspect and nonfiction 
on the other. Coverage of news tends to represent events as unique and striking 
(i.e., individuated) and from the viewpoint of the observer, i.e., discrete and indi-
viduated events. Specialized technical and scientific texts, which make up a large 
part of the nonfiction corpus, present a schematic model, an umbrella structure or 
a mechanism accounting for individual phenomena; predicates in this genre are 
expected to make statements that apply to an open-ended set of instances. 

4.3. Configuration 3: LL-H, DIN-L, Types-H

In this configuration, the contextual lemmas for the perfective aspect are mostly 
nouns (soud ‘court’, smlouva ‘contract’, předseda ‘chairperson’, liga ‘(sports) league’, 
vězení ‘imprisonment’, seznam ‘list’). The only exceptions are adverbs: několikrát ‘a 
few times’ and zpátky ‘back’. In contrast, those for the imperfective aspect are mod-
ifiers: an adjective (různý ‘various’), adverbs/particles (především ‘first of all’, hlavně 
‘mainly, [the] main [thing is that...]’) and abstract nouns (skutečnost ‘reality, the 
actual situation’, chování ‘behavior’). The contextual lemmas are not likely to result 
from phraseological attraction. As in Configuration 2, the distribution of the con-
textual lemmas is connected to genre: perfective aspect verbs are preferred in news 
and media, while imperfective aspect verbs are preferred in nonfiction (Table 4c).
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Table 4a. Extreme Contextual Lemmas for Perfective Aspect  
(LL ≥ 150 & DIN ≤ 53 & Types ≥ 120) 

Among All Contextual Lemmas:  
(LL (top 15%) & DIN (bottom 10%) & Types (top 15%)

soud ‘court’ 664.377 51.1205 368

smlouva ‘contract’ 478.102 51.461 261

předseda ‘chairperson’ 350.086 50.9128 232

liga ‘league’ 292.164 50.5526 250

seznam ‘list’ 292.437 51.2649 174

zpátky ‘back’ 258.899 51.8451 225

několikrát ‘several times’ 240.995 50.8137 292

vězení ‘imprisonment’ 166.853 50.8647 129

Table 4b. Extreme Contextual Lemmas for Imperfective Aspect  
(LL ≥ 300 & DIN ≤ 53 & Types ≥ 350) 

Among All Contextual Lemmas:  
LL (top 10% & DIN (bottom 10%) & Types (top 10%)

různý ‘various’ 1,547.879 52.1689 921

především ‘first of all’ 1,159.13 50.2781 670

hlavně ‘mainly’ 608.796 50.0271 541

skutečnost ‘reality, actuality’ 602.851 50.8845 516

chování ‘behavior’ 312.516 50.4243 351

Table 4c. Median Percentages in Genres 

Genre Fiction Nonfiction News & Magazines

Perfective 09% 28% 54%

Imperfective 11% 67% 22%

The lemmas for perfective aspect suggest contexts that present specific events: 
court proceedings that focus on specific actions and the verdict (soud ‘court’,  
smlouva ‘contract’), and sport events (liga ‘[sports] league’) that focus on tangible 
results. Seznam ‘list’ is associated with najítPFV ‘to find,’ to report discovery of a 
specific item. The adverb zpátky ‘back’ tends to combine with verbs of returning 
and acquisition, e.g., vrátitPFV (se) ‘to return, (transitive and intransitive)’, dostatPFV 
‘to get’, for which the arrival of entities is often relevant. The adverb několikrát ‘sev-
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eral times’ suggests a tightly closed set of individuated events; small numbers tend 
to be viewed as individuated and distinct events; cf. Corbett 1983. 

The contextual lemmas for imperfective aspect are associated with descriptive 
texts. ‘Reality’ and ‘behavior’ are abstract mass nouns that are followed by elabora-
tion. The adverbs ‘first of all’ and ‘mainly’ direct the addressee’s attention to search 
for a more detailed description. The adjective ‘various’ anticipates elaboration of 
specific properties. 

The contextual lemmas harvested from KWA with this configuration reflect 
the type of text in which perfective and imperfective aspect verbs typically occur. 
In fact, the contextual lemmas for perfective aspect tend to gravitate towards peri-
odicals where discrete and individuated events are predominant, while those that 
cooccur with imperfective aspect gravitate towards nonfiction, which tends to be 
descriptive. Janda’s metaphor of solid entities vs. fluid substance is applicable here, 
too: perfective aspect is more likely in texts dealing with discrete (and most likely 
sequentially ordered) events, while imperfective aspect is more likely in texts that 
provide an overall description of specific properties and events.

4.4. Configuration 6: LL-L, DIN-H, Types-L

The contextual lemmas in this configuration are either rare or are likely to be part 
of a larger phraseological unit. As the keylemmas are infrequent, they are also 
likely to be (part of) expressions that are unique to one specific pseudo-corpus. As 
in Configuration 3, there are tendencies for the perfective aspect to occur in news 
and magazines and for the imperfective aspect to occur in nonfiction. As in Config-
urations 2 and 3, genre and aspectual selection is connected (Table 5c). 

Table 5a. Extreme Contextual Lemmas for Perfective Aspect  
(LL ≤ 8.744 & DIN ≥ 70.3608 & Types ≤ 8)  

Among All Contextual Lemmas:  
LL (bottom 20%) & DIN (top 25%) & Types (bottom 15%)

zkušebně ‘experimentally, provisionally’ 8.744 70.3608 8

dostřel ‘shooting range’ 8.744 70.3608 8

polínko ‘firewood’ 8.744 70.3608 7

neprodyšně ‘(under negation)  
hermetically (sealed)’

8.744 70.3608 7

obhlídka ‘visual inspection’ 8.744 70.3608 8

přetřes ‘consideration’ 8.744 70.3608 2

stojka ‘handstand’ 8.744 70.3608 7
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Table 5b. Extreme Contextual Lemmas for Imperfective Aspect  
(LL ≤ 8.9 & DIN ≥ 74.3269 & Types ≤ 9)  

Among All Contextual Lemmas:  
LL (bottom 25%) & DIN (top 25%) & Types (bottom 20%)

obíhající ‘orbiting’ 8.9 74.3269 9

gameta ‘gamete’ 8.9 74.3269 9

příchylnost ‘inclination’ 8.9 74.3269 9

bezproblémově ‘without a problem’ 8.9 74.3269 9

šedohnědý ‘gray-brown’ 8.9 74.3269 8

plánovitě ‘according to plan’ 8.9 74.3269 9

halogenový ‘of halogen’ 8.9 74.3269 9

poházený ‘thrown (all over the place)’ 8.9 74.3269 9

drancování ‘plundering, pillaging’ 8.9 74.3269 9

alergik ‘a person with allergies’ 8.9 74.3269 9

příbuzenství ‘kindship’ 8.9 74.3269 9

rušivě ‘disturbingly’ 8.9 74.3269 6

stlačitelný ‘compressible’ 8.9 74.3269 9

Table 5c. Median Percentages in Genres 

Genre Fiction Nonfiction News & Magazines

Perfective 15% 30% 40%

Imperfective 09% 73% 10%

The contextual lemmas for imperfective aspect predominantly belong to non-
fiction texts. The extreme instances of this configuration suggest texts in special-
ized fields: obíhající ‘orbiting’ (astronomy), gameta ‘gamete’ (biology), šedohnědý 
‘gray-brown’ (the color of trees, butterflies; biology), plánovitě ‘as planned’ (scientific 
and bureaucratic language). Halogenový ‘of halogen’, alergik ‘person with allergies’, 
příbuzenství ‘kinship’, and stlačitelný ‘compressible’ also belong to technical and 
scholarly texts. The adverbs rušivě ‘disturbingly’, bezproblémově ‘with no problems’, 
and plánovitě ‘according to plan’ report the manner of action. Rušivě ‘disturbingly’ 
is an adverb that tends to cooccur with působitIMPV ‘to give an impression’ in texts. 
In addition, the word is expected in specialized topics such as visual art, music, and 
psychology. These lemmas call for elaboration and description. 

Rušivě ‘disturbingly’ and bezproblémově ‘with no problems’ are associated 
with processes and/or states. Bezproblémově ‘with no problems’ describes a way in 
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which an action is being carried out; it is often used with imperfective verbs such as  
fungovatIMPV ‘to function’ and probíhatIMPV ‘to progress.’ Drancování ‘plundering, 
pillaging’ implicitly call for verbs that report a process such as pokračovat ‘to con-
tinue’. The lemma poházený ‘scattered’ is likely in a description of a state in which 
entities are scattered all over a surface; it often combines with the verb reporting 
that things are in a lying position (ležetIMPV). The abstract noun příchylnost ‘inclina-
tion’ is often combined with projevovatIMPV ‘to manifest’ and anticipates a detailed 
description-elaboration.

In contrast, the contextual lemmas for perfective aspect are not likely to be 
used in descriptive texts. They are part of phraseological units: neprodyšně (uza-
vřítPFV) ‘to seal off’, (přijítPFV) na přetřes ‘come under consideration’, (přiložitPFV si) 
polínko ‘add fuel to the fire’, (udělatPFV) stojku ‘handstand’, (dostatPFV se) na dostřel 
‘come/get within the range’, (vydatPFV se) na obhlídku ‘to explore’. Each of these lem-
mas is part of a larger phraseological unit that indicates a concrete action, which 
brings a change of state, a dynamic action with tangible results, in contrast to 
the description with which the imperfective counterpart in this configuration is 
associated. The adverb zkušebně ‘experimentally, provisionally’ implies a one-time 
attempt (to organize a specific event, to hire a person) to see if the arrangement 
works. The lexical contents indicated by contextual lemmas in this configuration 
are consistent with Janda’s ICM: dynamic bounded actions are associated with the 
perfective aspect as an extension of the substance metaphor, while descriptive un-
bounded situations are associated with the imperfective aspect as an extension of 
the fluid metaphor. 

5. Conclusions

Keyword analysis of the two pseudo-corpora yielded different contextual lemmas 
for the perfective and imperfective aspects. Although not exhaustive, this approach 
suggests some additional insights into verbal aspect in Czech.

This study examined several configurations of three values: log-likelihood, 
DIN, and Types. Different configurations highlight different contextual proper-
ties that interact with aspectual selection. Part of the data essentially supports the 
study by Bermel and Kořánová (2008), who argue that temporal-aspectual markers 
facilitate the learning of verbal aspect in Czech. 

KWA, however, also shows that lexical properties of verbs themselves (rather 
than a propositional-level view of the events) are also important in Czech aspectual 
selection. The perfective aspect is more likely to occur when the lexical content of 
the verb inherently involves concrete and dynamic situations or change of state. 
In contrast, the imperfective aspect is likely when the lexical content of the verb 
inherently involves schematic and abstract events. The results of this study thus 
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suggest more lexical and phraseological cues that point to the likelihood of choos-
ing one or the other aspect. 

The relevance of the lexical content of the verb in aspectual selection suggests 
that Czech differs from Russian in weighing the type of individual events more 
heavily than propositional concerns such as iterativity (Stunová 1993 and Timber-
lake 1982) and is consistent with Dickey’s (2000) model of an East-West divide in 
Slavic aspect. The relevance of lexical-level properties is discussed in the existing 
literature, but this is, to our knowledge, the first attempt to demonstrate this quan-
titatively using KWA.

KWA further shows that lexical properties resulting from a phraseological 
expression can play a role in aspectual selection; the lexical content of a phra-
seological unit as a whole can gravitate towards one aspect because it involves a 
dynamic event or a process. Furthermore, genre or text type is likely to attract one 
aspect: the imperfective aspect is more likely than the perfective aspect in nonfic-
tion.14 There are also indications that the perfective aspect is more likely in jour-
nalistic texts because of its tendency to report concrete-specific-dynamic events 
in the most explicit manner.15 Janda’s aspect metaphors help motivate not only 
the relationship between aspectual selection and temporal-aspectual markers, but 
also between aspectual selection and the phraseological-lexical and genre-related 
properties of contextual lemmas. 

The current study has potential implications for language teaching. While 
temporal-aspectual marking adverbs and adverbial phrases are effective cues for 
language learners to choose the correct verbal aspect (Bermel and Kořánová 2008), 
our data suggest a need to incorporate phraseology in teaching verbal aspect. The 
results also lead to the question of how to incorporate aspectual pairs. Admittedly, 
contrastive tasks (comparing the perfective and imperfective counterparts) are un-
doubtedly important. However, the results of this study suggest that it might be 
necessary to place particular focus on one member of each aspectual pair in accord 
with a specific topic when assigning language tasks.

14 It is beyond the scope of this paper to consider whether this connection between genre 
and aspect is specific to Czech. It is conceivable, however, that different languages would 
show slightly different connections between genre and aspect selection: Russian, which is 
said to be sensitive to the narrative line (Stunová 1991: 298), may show marked predomi-
nance of the perfective aspect over the imperfective aspect in journalism. 

15 Fiction also employs narration, but it often uses different modes of narrative, slowing 
down the narrative (imperfective aspect) as well as the sequencing the events. Periodicals 
have a more explicit and simple text structure, often reporting sequenced events. 
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University Computing Services on behalf of the BNC Consortium. Available 
at: http://www.korpus.cz.<< http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/?>>

SYN2005: František Čermák, Drahomíra Doležalová-Spoustová, et al. (2005) 
SYN2005: A corpus of written Czech, Genre-balanced Corpus of Contemporary 
Written Czech. Czech National Corpus, Faculty of Arts, Charles University, 
Prague. Available at: http://www.korpus.cz.

SYN2015: Michal Křen, Václav Cvrček, et al. (2015) SYN2015: Representative Corpus 
of Contemporary Written Czech. Czech National Corpus, Faculty of Arts, 
Charles University, Prague. Available at: http://www.korpus.cz.

Intercorp v9 Czech: Alexandr Rosen and Martin Vavřín. (2016) Corpus InterCorp – 
Czech, version 9. Czech National Corpus, Faculty of Arts, Charles University, 
Prague. Available at: http://www.korpus.cz.

Intercorp v9 Russian: Natálie Rajnochová, Naděžda Runštuková, and Martin 
Vavřín. Corpus InterCorp – Russian, version 9. Czech National Corpus, Fac-
ulty of Arts, Charles University, Prague. Available at: http://www.korpus.cz.
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